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ffiffiffiIOnSWELL CHURCH, which has obtained the title
lffil Kill of " The Cathedral of the Peak," contains somewhat

lEE-Hll of a curiosity in the form o,[ an alms-dish, richly
embo,ssed, with a representation of Adam and Eve

in the centre. It is rather larger than most dishes, being no
less than zo$ in. in diameter. As regards its date, it is' unsafe
to hazard any co,njectures, for there is really no,thing to guide
one. The ornament consists of two, ro,ws of a very handso,me
design-best explained by reference to, the pho,tograph-
evidently intended to repre,sent a jewelled border, which
surro,und the raised edge o,f the dish. The centre is raised, and
in the ho,llow left between the raised centre and edge of the
dish is an inscriptio,n. This inscriptio,n cleariy shows the
country which gave it birth to be Ho,lland, fo,r the inscription
is in Dutch, and reads : " NYT SONDER GODT YS VAN
ALLEN SCHRYFTHREN HET SLOD'I," which, Anglicised,
reads : " The key to all the Scriptures is, there is nothing
without God."

The central raised po,rtion contains the picture of the Fall.
Ifere we see Adam and Eve, on the left and right-hand sides

of the tree respectively. In the centre is the Tree o,f Know-
ledge, round which is wo,und the serpent; in his mouth he
ho,lds a branch, on the end of which is the Apple of Eden. To
make his meaning quite clear, the, craftsman who executed this
piece of metal work has shown a who,le series of events in one

picture. Firstly, the, Serpent plucks the Fruit I secondly, Eve
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receives it in her left hand; thirdly, she hands it to' Adam with

her right hand, he receiving it in his outstretched left hand;

fourthly, Adam is shown dressed in his scanty attire o-f leav€s,

which argues that he has received and eaten the fruit'
Thus we see (r) the temptation by the serpent; (z) the fall

of Eve; (3) the temptation of Adam; and (4) his fall. Eve's

wavy hair is curio,us, and, for that matter, so is Adam's, for it
is done, up in a sort of " bun " behind his head. The curious

method of showing the jo,ints in the limbs of both Adam and

Eve is worth notice, for the artist has shown them as having

pegs through elbows and knees much on the principle of the

" Dutch doll." The Serpent has a scaly body, and exactly

resembles that o,n a similar type of alms-dish at St' Ninian's,

near Stirling. The roots o'f the Tree-like the fangs o'f a

tooth-are remarkabie, and resemble those in the similar tree

on a dish at the little Devonshire vitlage of Dunsford. It is

a very curious thing that, besides this Derbyshire dish, I ian

only hear of three other similar examples of Adam and Eve

aims-dishes in the United Kingdom. They are at Christ Church

Prio,ry, near Bournemouth; St. Ninian's, near Stirling; and Duns-

ford, Devon. And it is also remarkable that lve have here a dish

of Dutch workmanship and design which is repeated almost in

fac-siriile at St. Ninian's (the border, in fact, being a perfect

likeness); and this very border is likewise repeated on another

dish at Gargunnock, also near Stirling-but in this case the

centre is occupied by two busts of Persons in large hats, and

one o,f these is playing the bagpipes. This stamps the

Gargunnock dish as Scotch, and leads up to' the query as to

whether the St. Ninian's dish (which so closely resembles this

at Tideswell) was likewise a Scotch copy of a Dutch dish, or

was imported from the land of its origin. The St. Ninian's

dish lacks the Dutch inscriptio'n which characterises Tideswell's

specimen, arrd may be a copy, but if so it is a remarkably good

one. If there were but a, few of these alms-dishes imported-
as seems tq be the case-it is perhaps unlikely that one wo'uld

have strayed as far no,rth as Stirling. Yet,'o'n the o'ther hand,
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they may have been much more plentiful in a more lenient age,
and the prudish ideas of later days may have seen the destruc-
tion of many a fine specimen.

The connection between tire tr'all of our forebears and the
act of charity, or alms-giving, is far from apparent.r

In three of the four specimens which have come to my
knowledge the figures of Adam and Eve o,ccupy the same sides
of the tree as here ;2 the Serpent is similarly coiled, but lacks
scales in the Devonshire example ; and in the cases of the two
English examples Eve receives the apple while Adam,s hand is
outstretched to grasp it, but in the Scotch specimen Adam
plucks an apple himself with his left hand. On the f)evonshire
dish the figures are entirely unclad; while in that at St. Ninian,s
they are partly hidden lty foliage growing from the ground.

I Probably because poverly is one of the results of the Fall.-EoIror.zln EarlT Christian Synfiolisu, by J. Romilly Allen, the author says:
"Throughout all periods of Christian Art, Eve is generally shown on the
right hand side of the tree, and Adam on the left ; but the rule is not always
adhered to." We thus see an arrangement which has been more or less in
force since A.D. 50, but why? What does it symbolize? The curious round
leaves here, and particularly at Dunsforcl, seem to be a survival of the berries
or fruit universally shown in early Celtic Art, when'this subject was under
treatment.


